JAY SANDERS NAMED WHITNEY CURATOR
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New York, July 13, 2012 – The Whitney Museum of American Art is pleased to announce that
Jay Sanders is joining the Museum’s staff as a curator. Mr. Sanders, whose particular expertise is
in the performing arts, will begin at the Whitney in July with the title curator and curator of
performing arts.

Adam D. Weinberg, Alice Pratt Brown Director, commented: “Jay is a visionary curator with an
exceptional record. His role will be the first full-time position that includes the performing arts,
an area that has long been of immense importance to the Whitney. We’re proud of our great

history of presenting the performing arts at the Museum and we’re confident that Jay is going to
extend and expand that history in marvelous ways in the galleries, theater, and black box of the
new downtown Museum. We’re deeply grateful to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for
making this appointment possible.”

Donna De Salvo, Chief Curator and Deputy Director for Programs, noted: “Over the past decade,
Jay has distinguished himself as an innovative curator with a distinctly original voice. We are
thrilled that he is joining the Whitney’s curatorial team. Jay is a nuanced thinker across media—
the visual arts, performing arts, film and the spoken word—in ways that make him a perfect fit
for the Whitney and its expanded notion of art in the United States. We look forward to what Jay
will accomplish in the immediate future, as well as in the Whitney’s new building under
construction downtown. We are especially pleased to welcome Jay at this historic moment.”

As part of the 2012 Biennial, which Sanders co-curated with Whitney curator Elisabeth
Sussman, the fourth floor of the Whitney was transformed into a large open space dedicated to a
wide array of performances and residencies by a number of Biennial artists. These included the
choreographers Sarah Michelson (who received the 2012 Bucksbaum Award for her Biennial
work) and Michael Clark; film and video artist Charles Atlas; rock musicians The Red Krayola;
playwright and theater director Richard Maxwell; the Scottish-based group Arika, hosting a
program centered around experimental sound and listening; mezzo-soprano Alicia Hall Moran
and jazz pianist Jason Moran with a number of guest artists, writers, and musicians; Biennial
artist Kai Althoff performing in a play by Yair Oelbaum; and visual artist K8 Hardy, who staged
a full-fledged fashion runway show.

In addition to organizing innumerable exhibitions, concerts, and readings over the past
decade, Sanders’s recent projects as a curator include NUMINA lente, a three-evening music and
performance festival presented at the Clemente Soto Velez Center, New York, in April 2011.

In 2008 Sanders curated Looking Back: The Third White Columns Annual at White Columns,
New York. In 2007 he organized an artist film and video program/installation, conceived and cocurated with Paul Chan, entitled Change our fates, hobble the plague, start with time, at the Lyon

Biennale. From 2005 until 2010, Sanders was a Gallery Director at Greene Naftali in New York,
where he organized major monographic exhibitions of Tony Conrad and Paul Sharits, along with
shows devoted to work by Allen Ruppersberg, Guy de Cointet, and many others. Curated group
exhibitions at the gallery included Payday, Epileptic Seizure Comparison, and Motore
Immobile.

Sanders has programmed performance, music, and film exhibitions at such venues as the former
Whitney branch at Altria, Issue Project Room, Anthology Film Archives, the Sculpture
Center, EAI, The Stone, Tonic, and Performa. He is a member of the collaborative performance
group Grand Openings, and has staged large-scale events at MoMA, the Bumbershoot Festival
(Seattle), MUMOK (Vienna), the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial (Japan), and at Anthology Film
Archives for Performa 05 (New York).

Sanders has produced and edited a DVD on the work of theater artist Richard Foreman,
published a book of Jack Smith’s drawings, and co-edited, with poet Charles Bernstein, the
seminal catalogue Poetry Plastique to accompany their 2001 exhibition by the same name at
Marianne Boesky Gallery, where Sanders was a Gallery Director from 2000 to 2005. He
has written extensively for Artforum, Parkett, Texte zur Kunst, BOMB, and other publications.

The Whitney is extremely grateful to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a generous threeyear grant to support the Whitney’s performing arts program. This funding enables the Museum
to appoint a curator who will research and plan performing arts programming over the next three
years in the Breuer building, as well as in the new Whitney building downtown, scheduled to
open in 2015.

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation program for Art History, Conservation, and Museums is
designed to help excellent institutions build and sustain their capacity to undertake serious
scholarship on their permanent collections; to preserve these collections; and to share the results
of their work in appropriate ways with scholarly and other audiences.

About the Whitney
The Whitney Museum of American Art is the world’s leading museum of twentieth-century and
contemporary art of the United States. Focusing particularly on works by living artists, the
Whitney is celebrated for presenting important exhibitions and for its renowned collection,
which comprises over 19,000 works by more than 2,900 artists. With a history of exhibiting the
most promising and influential artists and provoking intense debate, the Whitney Biennial, the
Museum's signature exhibition, has become the most important survey of the state of
contemporary art in the United States. In addition to its landmark exhibitions, the Museum is
known internationally for events and educational programs of exceptional significance and as a
center for research, scholarship, and conservation.
Founded by sculptor and arts patron Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney in 1930, the Whitney was first
housed on West 8th Street in Greenwich Village. The Museum relocated in 1954 to West 54th
Street and, in 1966, inaugurated its present home, designed by Marcel Breuer, at 945 Madison
Avenue on the Upper East Side. While its vibrant program of exhibitions and events continues
uptown, the Whitney is moving forward with a new building project, designed by Renzo Piano,
in downtown Manhattan. Located at the corner of Gansevoort and Washington Streets in the
Meatpacking District, at the southern entrance to the High Line, the new building, which has
generated immense momentum and support, will enable the Whitney to vastly increase the size
and scope of its exhibition and programming space. Ground was broken on the new building in
May 2011, and it is projected to open to the public in 2015.
Current and Upcoming Exhibitions at the Whitney Museum of American Art
Singular Visions
Sharon Hayes
Signs & Symbols
Oskar Fischinger
Yayoi Kusama
…as apple pie
Wade Guyton
Richard Artschwager!
Blues for Smoke
Jay DeFeo: A Retrospective

Through July 15, 2012
Through September 9, 2012
Through October 28, 2012
Through October 28, 2012
Through September 30, 2012
Through early 2013
September 4, 2012-January 2013
October 25, 2012-February 3, 2013
February-April 2013
February 28-June 2, 2013

The Whitney Museum is located at 945 Madison Avenue at 75th Street, New York City. Museum
hours are: Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday from 1
p.m. to 9 p.m., closed Monday and Tuesday. General admission: $18. Full-time students and
visitors ages 19–25 and 62 & over: $12. Visitors 18 & under and Whitney members: FREE.
Admission is pay-what-you-wish on Fridays, 6–9 p.m. For general information, please call (212)
570-3600 or visit whitney.org.

